GENOA 5'
Assembly Instructions
Date: 13-10-2010

Do not throw away any of the packing or the instruction book until you have checked all the
components and fittings and the furniture is fully assembled.
In the unlikely event that this product has missing or damaged parts, please call 08448 118221 to
obtain spares.
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IMPORTANT NOTICE
OTTOMAN OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
Once your bed frame is completely assembled the slat unit will not operate correctly unless a
mattress is placed on the slat unit. Position the mattress on the slat unit whilst it is in the
closed position.
Operate the cloth handle to open and close the ottoman. PLEASE NOTE – it takes a lot of
force to make the initial movement of the ottoman. This is a design feature of the product so
it does not fall shut – the nearer to being closed the ottoman is, the easier it is to move.
When the ottoman is almost shut it will close completely under its own weight.
When lowering the slat unit for the first time, take care to make sure it does not rub unevenly
on the inside face of the side rails. If it does, the bed has been assembled slightly out of
square. This can be reflected by moving the foot end of the bed slightly to the left or right
whilst leaving the head end stationary.

PISTONS
The pistons used in the construction of this product are extremely strong and cannot be
operated by hand when taken off the ottoman. All pistons are tested for correct pressure and
operation before being attached to the slat unit.
Initially it might appear that the pistons are very stiff when opening and closing the ottoman –
THIS IS PERFECTLY NORMAL
After operating the ottoman a few times, the movement of the pistons and the opening and
closing of the ottoman will become easier.

WARNING
For the safety of yourselves and others, please ensure that:
x
x
x
x

Only the handle is used when lifting and lowering the frame. Failure to comply with
this warning may result in injury and finger entrapment.
The handle is attached and always left visible on the outside of the bedstead frame.
The metal frame is fully raised in the ‘Up’ position before using the ottoman space,
otherwise the frame could fall causing injury.
Children and pets are not left unattended when the frame is in the lifted position as
they could become trapped inside the ottoman space.

Please keep children and pets away from the ottoman bedstead whilst opening and
closing the slat frame to avoid injury.

Components parts and fittings contained in the box
Please sort out all parts before you begin to assemble the item. This is to make sure you always use the correct part.
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Note: The following fittings will be found in the box which contains the Sprung
Frame, NOT with the bed frames Assembly Kit.

Hazard Warning !
Keep small components out of the reach of children.
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Assembly

1) Fix the siderails(3) to the headboard(1) and footboard(2) using(G),(I) and(A) as shown,
Tighten the bolts using the allen key(J).
2) Fix the metal corner bracket(9) using (H) and (B) as shown, Tighten the bolts using the
allen key(K). (Make sure the bed is assembled square)
3) Insert(E) to lift up mechanisms as shown, Tighten the nut using the spanner(L).
4) Place bed board(6) on the bottom of the bed as shown.
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Assembly

5) Fix the metal frame base(4) and
metal horizontal support(5) to the lift
up mechanisms using (F),(H)and (D)
as shown. Tighten the fitting using the
allen key(K) and spanner(L).
6) Fix the metal frame base(4) to the
lift up mechanisms using(F),(H)
and(C) as shown. Tighten the fitting
using the allen key(K) and spanner(L).
7) Slot the bent slat(7) to the slat
cap(8), then place it to the metal
frame base(4) as shown.
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Dear customer.
Any flexing that has occurred during transport will re-correct it self once this product is correctly
assembled.
Tighten all joins of furniture after six months. Please keep these instructions in a safe place for
future use.
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